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Between Septmber 27th and 30th,1986, sampling of the 'A' Residual Heat
Removal Service Water (RHRSW) effluent was not ccripleted as required by the
Action Statment to Limiting Condition for Operation (ICO) 3.3.7.10. During
this time period Unit Two was shutdown in condition 5. The missed sampling
was the result of two ccxnuunication probims.

On September 24th Ifo 3.3.7.10 was entered due to the removal of the RHRSW
radiation recorder frcxn the control rocm. (The recorder was not indicating
correctly.) A breakdown in ccmuunication resulted in chemistry not performing
the required sampling after the RHRSW system was placed in service on
Septmber 27th at 0009 hours.

On Septaber 5th a chcstistry technician attmpted to perform the quarterly
functional test (SC-216-001) of the RHRSW radiation nonitors. This test
however could not be performed because the RHRSW syst s was drained. Since
the due date of the test was September 5th it had to be performed prior to the
RHRSW system being returned to service. On Septaber 27th the RHRSW was
placed in service without SC-216-001 being performed.

Administrative controls have been implemented which corrected these
ccmnunication deficiencies. __ e
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Event Description

Between Septmber 27th and 30th,1986, sampling of the 'A' Residual Heat
Removal Service Water (RHRSW) (EIIS Code: KE) effluent was not cmpleted. The
sampling was required by the Action Statment of Limiting Condition for
Operation (ICO) 3.3.7.10 due to the 'A' RHRSW radiation nonitor being
technically inoperable. During this time period Unit Two was shutdown in
condition 5 for its first refueling outage.

On Septaber 5, 1986, a Chemistry technician attspted to perform SC-216-001
" Quarterly Functional Test Of The Unit Two RHRSW Radiation Monitor. ' 'Ihe
technician was informed by shift supervision that the RHRSW systs was out of
service. As such, SC-216-001 could not be successfully performed. Since the
due date of the surveillance test was Septmber 5th, SC-216-001 was placed
'Out-of-Service /Out-of-Mode' (OS/OM) . Out-of-Service /Out-of Mode is a
mechanism used on the surveillance tracking systs to save the Grace Period
associated with the surveillances. It is based on the fact that surveillance
tests need not be performed on inoperable equipmnt. Administrative procedure
AD-00-543 outlines the steps and responsibilities required to implement OS/0M.
According to AD-00-543, the surveillance test (in this case SC-216-001) must
be performed prior to the equipmnt being returned to service. On September
27th at 0009 hours operations personnel started the 'A' RHRSW pump without
SC-216-001 being performed. Since the surveillance had not been cmpleted the
radiation monitors were technically inoperable and sampling of the RHRSW
effluent was required whenever the system was in service.

How 'Ihe Missed Sampling Was Discovered

On September 24th, 1986, at 0840 hours the 'A' RHRSW radiation monitor
( recorder (EIIS Code: IL) (TEEE Code: RR) was removed frm the control rom for
'

repair. (The recorder was not indicating correctly.) Shift supervision
entered LOO 3.3.7.10 at this time. The applicable Action Statment specified
that samples of the RHRSW effluent must be taken and analyzed every eight
hours while the systs was in service. This sampling was not empleted due to
a cmmunication breakdown between the Operations and Chenistry groups
resulting in chmistry not being aware of the ICO.

At the time when the LOO was declared the RHRSW system was not in service. As
such, sampling was not required until the syst m was started up. This
occurred at 0009 hours on September 27th.

On September 30th at 0900 hours, the recorder was replaced and shift
supervision cleared ICO 3.3.7.10. The Unit Supervisor informed the Chenistry
technician that sampling of the RHRSW effluent was no longer required and
asked that the sample log sheets be brought to the control rom for signature
and close out. The Chmistry technician relayed to the Unit Supervisor that

! no samples were collected because Chmistry did not know the ICO was declared.
!
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Chanistry personnel, remembering that SC-216-001 had not been performed,
reviewed the unit logs and found that the 'A' RHRSW systen was in use frm
0009 hours to 1659 hours on September 27th and frm 0013 hours on Septenber
28th through Septanber 30th. Sampling was initiated at 1720 hours on
Septerber 30th and continued every eight hours until SC-216-001 was empleted
on October 1st at 0850 hours.

Reportability

The missed sampling of the 'A' RHPSW effluent between Septaber 27th and 30th,
1986 was determined reportable per 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (i) (B) . Since the
Action Statement requirements were not met for ICO 3.3.7.10, Unit Twc operated
in a condition prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications.

Cause/ Corrective Action

Sampling, as required by the Action Statement of ICO 3.3.7.10, was not
performed due to two cmmunication problms. The first being the
correspondence between the Operations and Chanistry groups when ICOs are
declared which require sampling. The second problem concerns the lapse of
cmmunication between the Operations group and those groups which have OS/OM
surveillances.

Procedures in effect at the time provided two methods in which to notify
Chmistry of ICOs which required sampling. Shift Supervision could send
Chmistry personnel the sample log sheets with the ICO Action Statement
requirements or they could relay this information by telephone. On Septerber
24th, when 100 3.3.7.10 was entered, Operations personnel claim to have

! telephoned the Chemistry department to inform them of the need for sampling.
| No documentation exists which shows that this nessage was received. In order

to prevent future similar cmmunication problar.s frm occurring the procedures'

have been revised to require Chanistry personnel to pick-up the ICO sample log
sheets frm the control rotn. Transmitting the sampling requirements via the

| telephone is no longer allowed.

As stated previously, AD-00-543 outlines the steps and responsibilities
required to implement OS/OM. It however did not provide a mechanism to inform
the operator that the surveillance which was placed OS/OM had to be cmpleted

| prior to the system being placed in service. In the future when surveillances
cannot be cmpleted due to out-of-service /out-of-node conditions, the workt

group responsible for the surveillance may generate an Equipnent Release Form
(ERF) and deliver it to shift supervision. 'Ihe ERF will state that the
surveillance must be cmpleted prior to returning the system to service.

| Since this file is reviewed by operations personnel prior to placing a systen
I into operable status recurrences should be prevented,
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Safety Assessment

SC-216-001 was performed on October 1, 1986. All couponents were within their
allowable tolerances. As such, the monitor was functional while the 'A' RHRSW
System was in service and would have caused the control roan alarms to
annunciate if effluent radiation levels exceeded the setpoints specified in
the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual.

.

Similar Occurrences

There have been no Licensee Event Reports (LERs) written on Unit Two
concerning missed samples. Six have been written on Unit one. They are:

84-027 84-049
84-041 85-006
84-042 85-033

Two of the six (84-041 & 84-049) describe instances where operations personnel
overlooked the sampling requirement. (In this latest event operation
personnel were aware of the requirenent for sampling.) The renaining four
report breakdowns in the Chemistry sampling program. None of the LERs
identified a camunication problen between the Operations and Chanistry
groups.
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February 2, 1987

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUSQUEHANNA STFM ELECTRIC STATION
LICMSEE EVENT REPORT 86-014-01
FILE R41-2
PLAS- 229

Docket No. 50-388
License NO. NPF-22

Attached is Licensee Event Report 86-014-01 which is an update to LER 86-014-0
filed on October 27, 1986. 'Ihis event was detennned reportable per 10CFR
50.73 (a) (2) (i), in that Unit Two operated in a condition prohibited by the
Plant's Technical Specification.

Please note that page 1 of the LER filed on October 27, 1986 incorrectly
identified the LER number as 86-034-00. The LER number should have read
86-014-00.

'
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.G. Byram
Superintendent of Plant-Susquehanna
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cc: Dr. Thcmas E. Murley
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ca mission
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Mr. Ioren Plisco
Resident Incp(x: tor
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cm mission (,
P.O. Box 52 P
Shickshinny, PA 18655 t


